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Background:  
TH: I am a Year 4 teacher and writing coach in a Barking and Dagenham primary school. I took part in 
the research project: What is it ‘Writing for Pleasure’ teachers do that makes the difference? (Young 
2019). A summary of this experience was published in English 4-11. Most recently, Marcela and I wrote 
The meaning of a life: authentic biography writing at home. 
 
MV: I am an experienced Year 2 teacher in the same school. I have a passion for writing, literature and 
a great interest in linguistics. I have also submitted other examples of practice to The Writing for 
Pleasure Centre here and here. I have embraced class-based action research to help me reflect and 
develop my practice. 

Principle(s) in focus: 
● Build a community of writers 
● Read, share, think and talk about writing 
● Be a writer-teacher 

Aims: 
 
 
 
 

 To allow children to experience the value of a community of writers by demonstrating, as 
writer-teachers, how our own writing exists beyond the confines of the classroom. 

 To create a meaningful link between writing, reading, feedback and revision so we can 
demonstrate to children our dynamic writing processes. 

 To create an excitement and buzz around the processes of drafting/revising/sharing so children 
can experience and feel the enjoyment writing collaboratively can bring. 

 To explore how digital technology can enable a wider shared response. 
 

Description: 
This example of practice stems from a project which took place over two weeks in October 2020 where 
we built a link between our two classes. Unable to visit each other’s classrooms, we developed our use 
of digital tools to support our efforts. By using Google Docs, we attempted to illuminate our own 
writing processes for the young writers in both our classes, and make explicit the collaborative nature 
of our writing. 
 

What did we do? 
● As writer-teachers, we shared our compositions with each other’s classes, asking for suggestions 

and feedback along the way (Marcela shared her memoir and Tobias shared his scary story). 
● After our early drafting, we invited children’s comments. We wanted them to feel that they 

could influence our writing. We wanted them to feel that they were part of a dialogue which 
influenced how the writing was revised. We finished our initial drafts with the cliffhanger: ‘to be 
continued...’. We anxiously awaited their responses! 
 

‘A writer-teacher’s passion for writing and being a writer, how writers talk, act, 

think, and how writing is a social activity within a community, communicates 

itself to the children, who begin to think and write with the same concerns in 

mind.’  (Young and Ferguson, 2021) 

https://twitter.com/tobiashayden?lang=en
https://twitter.com/marcelavb3?lang=en
https://writing4pleasuredotcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/what-is-it-writing-for-pleasure-teachers-do-that-makes-the-difference-report.pdf
https://writing4pleasuredotcom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/creating-a-writing-for-pleasure-pedagogy-one-teachers-practice-english-4-11.pdf
https://writing4pleasuredotcom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/the-meaning-of-a-life-authentic-biography-writing-at-home-tobias-hayden-marcela-vasques.pdf
https://writing4pleasure.com/writing-like-a-writer-in-the-classroom/
https://writing4pleasure.com/setting-up-personal-writing-project-books-in-ks1/
https://writing4pleasure.com/building-a-community-of-writers/
https://writing4pleasure.com/reading-sharing-and-talking-about-writing/
https://writing4pleasure.com/being-a-writer-teacher/
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● The children read our manuscripts and responded as both readers and writers. While reading, 
we encouraged the children to have their notebooks out and to squirrel away thoughts and 
connections. They dabbled and imagined. Some children even turned their dabbles into writing 
during their personal project time. 

● The writerly talk flowed and there was a genuine thrum of anticipation of what could come at 
the conclusion of each part. The children told us what they liked/disliked about the writing; 
suggesting where they would like to hear more or less. We listened to our audience and used 
their feedback. Sometimes we acted upon it; sometimes not. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

‘There was a long silence as the lights flickered 

briefly before failing completely. Over the Tannoy 

a child-like voice whispered Rock-a-bye Baby as 

the driver’s cabin door swung open…’  

(Tears on the Tracks - T. Hayden) 

 

Shock/Surprise ending 

‘Jessie’s dad tried to pull her to 

safety, but whatever it was 

grabbed her by the ankles and 

dragged her screaming body along 

the floor of the carriage. “Jess!” 

her dad cried, trying to scramble 

after her. But, it was too late. The 

driver’s door clicked shut and she 

was never seen again.’ 

(Tears on the Tracks - T. Hayden) 

These are two excerpts taken from Tobias’ 
scary story.  
 

One of the reasons we write for our classes 
is ‘to ensure we can read, think and talk 
authentically to children about writing and 
being a writer from a position of empathy 
and expertise’. (Young & Ferguson 2021) 

‘I gazed at my sister searching for some kind of solidarity. Instead, startled 

by her continuous amused attitude, I shouted: 

‘How can someone laugh for this long?’  The little blue boat rocked, shook 

and unbalanced, responding to my dodging disco movements.’ (The day 

that the crabs rocked the boat - M. Vasques) 

‘My sister and I quietly nodded. With shaking 

hands I tried to hold the fishing rod firmly, but 

my dizziness made everything fuzzy, and my 

hands felt too light to feel the pull of a fish 

battling its bait.’ (The day that the crabs 

rocked the boat - M. Vasques) 

 

These two excerpts are from Marcela’s 
memoir.  

Another reason we write is because, as 
Cremin & Oliver (2017) suggest: 
‘teachers who perceive themselves as 
writers offer richer classroom writing 
experiences and generate increased 
enjoyment, motivation and tenacity 
among their students than non-writers’. 

https://writing4pleasuredotcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/can-we-do-some-dabbling-reading-writing-connecting-the-writing-for-pleasure-centre.pdf
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These comments are just a small selection of what was discussed during this project. They 

give a flavour of the sorts of conversations we were having. 
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 Why did we do it? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● We wanted to build ‘writerly relationships with our pupils which were supportive, serious, 
sympathetic and highly productive’ (Young & Ferguson 2021). We were trying to create a 
classroom culture where ‘pupils consistently confirmed that writing was an important cultural 
activity which was to be taken seriously’ and where children viewed themselves as ‘young 
craftspeople, serving their apprenticeship in a complex creative activity under the guidance of an 
expert’ (White 2000). 

● Dialogue, discussion and collaboration in writing are necessary. As Young & Ferguson 2021 
argue, ‘talk links the teacher, their apprentice writers and the writing, since the communal 
sharing and discussion of ideas encourages and satisfies the desire to be a part of a larger 
literacy community.’ 

 
Are we facilitators enabling children to open up a dialogue with us and others? As Frank (2001) and 
Young & Ferguson (2020) articulate, writer-teachers sharing their writing can help create a feeling of 
involvedness amongst the members of the writing community. By sharing our ‘behind-the-scenes’ 
writing processes, we hoped to get the children to develop their ability to think and talk like writers 
too. 
 

Impact: 
● The children were very excited to hear the next part of each story, enjoying it as pure 

entertainment. They were also able to influence the writers and the writing by giving their 
feedback.  

● The project encouraged children to ‘read like a writer’. For example, they were able to identify 
craft moves their writer-teachers had attempted, and made suggestions about revisions.  

● Their comments were writerly in nature with the children using a metalanguage they had 
absorbed when discussing mentor texts and building product goals in other class writing 
projects.  

 
 

‘We still have the idea that the novel is written by the writer alone, but from what 

I’ve seen, it is always written within a community of peers, of people chosen to 

play not a small part, but a part that affects the work greatly.’ (Heti, 2020)  

https://www.routledge.com/Writing-for-Pleasure-Theory-Research-and-Practice/Young-Ferguson/p/book/9780367219529
https://www.routledge.com/Writing-for-Pleasure-Theory-Research-and-Practice/Young-Ferguson/p/book/9780367219529
https://www.routledge.com/Real-World-Writers-A-Handbook-for-Teaching-Writing-with-7-11-Year-Olds/Young-Ferguson/p/book/9780367219499
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● By using Google Docs, we were able to show the many drafts, revisions and edits that each piece 

went through (see above). This helped us to reinforce the idea that writing is a recursive 
process. As a result, we saw more children wanting to draft and revise using this software and 
wanting to work collaboratively on projects.  

● We noticed that more children were slowing down in their own handwritten compositions, 
attending to revision in a greater variety of ways and for longer periods. Clearly, the children 
realised that revision can be an enjoyable, rewarding and collaborative process. 

● Children were motivated to participate in the discussion about writing, and on one occasion, 
became extremely engaged when they saw on screen one of us trying some new revisions to 
our writing at the very moment they were giving their feedback (see below). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: instant 
feedback to my grisly 

ending! 

Children’s quotes in response to the following questions: 

 What do you think about having a link with another class and another writer-teacher? 
 How did this partnership help support your development as a writer? 

“I think it‟s good to link classes because we all learn from each other‟s writing and we get to 

see what each class is doing.” P & D, Year 5 children 

“I think it‟s a great way to get some opinions and to make a publishing goal. I mean if you 

are struggling to find a publishing idea, it‟s great to have the option to send it off to another 

class.” O, Year 5 child 

“I like this partnership because it‟s like we are real writers. We get to proofread, leave 

comments and go through the writing processes, but with someone else” G, Year 5 child 

“Knowing how she teaches children, because we‟ve been in her class before, brings back 

memories of her writing style. Her crab story reminded me of the time I wrote about a crab 

instead of a troll in The Three Billy Goats Gruff.” O, Year 5 child 

“It helped to remind us that we have the freedom to write about our own topics and genres. 

In other years, we didn‟t get to choose. For example, we had to write a diary entry about a 

boy in the Great Fire of London. We all wrote about the same thing but I wanted it to be my 

own.” G, Year 5 child 
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Reflection: 
What we realised after completing this project is that making links between 
teachers and uniting different writer-teachers could play an important role in 
supporting children and helping them feel part of a wider writing community. 
 
As Donald Graves states in his seminal text Writing: teachers and children at 
work, ‘all children want to write.’ It also seems that a great many of them want 
to write collaboratively and digitally as well. 
 
To be continued... 
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„It‟s great that we can have a link with another class because we can get inspired by their 

stories.‟ Br. Year 3 child 

„I like when we share our stories because another class will have a variety of comments that 

will be different from ours.‟ Ak. Year 3 child  

„I love when we share stories with Blue class. They have so many interesting stories.‟ I. Year 

3 child  

„You should share stories because it helps you to understand the writing processes.‟ J. Year 

3 child  


